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While we are so excited to expand our family through adoption, we also 
realize this is countered with perhaps one of the most challenging times in 
your life.  For that we want to thank you for taking the time to consider us.

HEL LO
...and thanks for taking the time to look at this snapshot 

of our lives.



One summer day Correy was making cookies and 
ran out of sugar.  She approached the neighbors who 
also had no sugar but invited Correy rock climbing. 

There was just a quick stop to pick up a friend of 
theirs—who had just returned from studying in 

Iceland the day before…Kurt.  And that is where the 
adventure began.  The initial dating years were spent 

traveling across the west to various towns and 
mountains while Kurt fought forest fires and Correy 
was a backcountry ranger.  We traveled to Thailand 
for two months to rock climb, dive and explore the 

countryside where we became engaged. 

OUR STORY

Then one sunny day seventeen years ago, in 
the middle of winter—we built a huge snow 

arch and were married. 



In the summer of 2019, we traveled to Florida for the birth of our son Atlas. 
It was incredible. And quite hot! We had been picked by his birth parents 

because they wanted a family outside Florida that was active in the 
outdoors. How lucky we felt to be matched with this couple. We wanted to 
be able to share with Atlas where he is from and we spent two weeks there 
before he was born exploring the beaches, waterways and towns. We met 
up with his birth parents before birth and felt pretty lucky they wanted to 

get to know us. Even though we have several friends and a few family 
members that are adopted we were scared to try adoption initially. We 
looked into it after several pregnancy losses, and it has been one of the 

greatest things to ever happen to us.

WHY ADOPT ION

This is the family we were meant to have. 



Mountain biking has been something I have enjoyed since I was young and Atlas is a natural! I 
think he may want to go biking more than I do…there are not too many two-year old's out there 
as comfortable as Atlas is outdoors, so I feel pretty luck to share the same passions with him. I’m 

a pretty handy guy whether it’s remodeling a home or sewing outdoor gear and I love sharing 
those skills and seeing the interest Atlas has in helping out and look forward to teaching our kids 
those skills if they want to learn them. I work as a geologist and sometimes get to travel to work 

on boats but most of the time I make maps from home—being able to work from home and see my 
family every day is pretty awesome. 

MEET  KURT
I grew up in Montana and spend a lot of my time outside— 
mountaineering, camping, climbing, biking, running and 

exploring in the woods with Atlas. 



  He is a pretty laid-back guy and prioritizes family.  And thankfully for Atlas and 
me he is a fantastic chef.  There is not a day he doesn’t tell Atlas, or I that he loves 

us.  He gives great foot rubs at the end of the workday and when he is tired himself, 
he somehow has the energy for a wrestling match (with Atlas) in the living room.  

Kurt reads every night, which is part of the reason Atlas seems to require 10 books 
before he will go to sleep!  It’s pretty great to be married to someone who is always 

challenging me physically and helping me stay up to date with the news and 
happenings of the world. 

TALENTED ,  ATHLET IC ,  K IND ,  LOV ING ,  SMART  AND SO MUCH FUN! !

-Correy





Summertime is lovely for camping, running, hiking and biking and winter is fantastic for skiing 
and sledding. All seasons are great for chasing Atlas. Our house has two greenhouses, a large 

garden and an orchard. Atlas and I spend most mornings searching the orchards for strawberries, 
raspberries and picking fruit from the trees. I love taking breaks to search for tadpoles and frogs 
in the streams. I feel pretty luck to spend so much time at home. I first went to school in Forestry 

and worked as a backcountry ranger before going into nursing. I now work as a Family Nurse 
Practitioner part time at a family practice clinic close to home. 

MEET  CORREY
I grew up in Idaho—a state full of rivers and mountains. I 

love being outside, doing just about anything. 



She is always planning the next adventure for all of us…whether that’s a trip to a 
mountain lake or tropical ocean. As my wife, Correy has always supported me in 

the sometimes odd directions my work takes me. She is an incredibly hard worker 
and somehow manages to keep not only her own professional life, but our personal 
lives organized and running smooth. As a mom I don’t think I could ask for a better 
partner. Two parts compassion, one part patience, one part authority and two parts 
humor make a perfect combination for Atlas to grow up with. And somehow at the 
end of the week she is still able and willing to come home from work, change her 

dress shoes for some hiking boots and jump in the car with Atlas and me for a 
weekend of camping or lake time. 

HAPPY ,  COMPASS IONATE ,  FUNNY ,  INTE L L IGENT ,  DED ICATED  AND 
SPONTANEOUS .  

-Kurt



MEET  AT LAS



He is quite the little chatterbox and really works to understand other people’s 
emotions. He has been telling us he is going to be a really good big brother…and 

we have no doubt he will.  If he is upset, he wants a kiss on his heart.  And he will 
always kiss your heart if he upsets you.  He is all boy, dinosaurs and diggers.  He 

told me the other day when he is a brother he is going to have to read “sooooo 
many, many books for the baby.”  We have no doubts he will.  

Atlas is just turning three years old and if he could, he would spend almost all 
day on his bike.



These are words that motivate us so much, to be the best people we can. It is so important for us to 
live with a great respect for other people, animals and our environment.  We value education most 
of all, to help understand this world and other people as much as we can.  We have been fortunate 

to each have advanced degrees and we’re hopeful to be able to help our children keep learning 
throughout their lives—whichever ways they want. 

"BE THE CHANGE YOU WISH TO SEE IN THE WORLD"

-Gandhi



We have a house on five acres with a barn, two greenhouses and an orchard.  We have a 
little creek in the backyard and there are often a herd of elk in the front yard.  We have 

a couple fun parks close by but sometimes it is hard to want to leave the house to go 
anywhere else! There is a lake about five minutes away where we paddleboard and 

picnic a lot of nights. Both sets of grandparent's live minutes away and the town we live 
in has fun restaurants and often live music rolling through. 

HOME SWEET  HOME
We are pretty lucky to live in a beautiful valley in Montana—with a scenic river 

and mountains on either side.  



Izzy, Cinder and the cat is Bandit.  Izzy trots around with Atlas on all the yard 
adventures but it is Cinder who is bringing Atlas sticks and balls all day long.  

Bandit is probably the most tolerant cat we’ve met.  We adopted him when Atlas 
was a baby and even though he’s been jumped on, chased and cuddled to death… 

he has yet to lay a scratch.  

We have two dogs and a cat. 

MEET  OUR PETS



TH IS  IS  US . . .
We started traveling internationally while we were dating and kept it up in 

our married lives.

Thailand was our longest trip for a couple months.  We wanted to go somewhere to immerse 
ourselves in a different culture so we spent a few weeks exploring the north and learning to cook 

from some of the most amazing Thai chefs. We hit the beaches for their notorious limestone cliffs, 
fun rock climbing and fantastic snorkeling.  That really set the stage for just more traveling!   We’ve 

now gone to Costa Rica to go surfing a few times!  Belize was one of our favorites and we’ve been 
pretty lucky to dive, snorkel and paddleboard with some pretty cool underwater animals. With the 

shutdowns the last couple years we’ve stayed closer to home—exploring everywhere from the dessert 
to the mountains.  The slot canyons in the southwest are very unique and just in Montana itself there 
is some pretty amazing geology, especially around Glacier and Yellowstone, which are areas we feel 

pretty lucky to have in our backyards. 



We feel lucky our families enjoy each other too and at some point, we will get together at 
Thanksgiving and Christmas with both sides for a large feast.  Some of our traditions are fairly 

unique.  Christmas morning is pretty special for just us and carving out our own traditions 
with Santa.  Kurt’s mom usually makes some kind of scavenger hunt around New Years. Easter 

entails a large easter egg hunt…large enough that we still find plastic eggs filled with treats 
later on in the year!  Thanksgiving has its own traditions as well, sometimes we travel with our 
family to check out a new area—last year we all met at the coast and all the cousins built sand 

castles for days! 

Most of our family lives close by, which makes holidays fun. 

HOL IDAY  TRADIT IONS



MEET  OUR FAMI L I ES  AND FR IENDS

 
Correy has siblings in Idaho and Oregon and Kurt has a sister in Washington.  All our siblings have 

children so there are lots of cousins within a day’s drive.  Our extended family lives all over the country 
and Correy has adopted Cousins in the southwest and Midwest too.  Everyone has been very supportive 
and excited about adoption.  We all try to get together at least once a year.  Kurt’s sister and family just 
visited from Washington, and it was a whirlwind trip mountain biking during the days and then playing 
board games at night.  Correy has family visiting from Switzerland this summer that cannot wait to go 

fishing…there are so many places to check out.  I think all our family's bond best over one activity 
though…picking and eating huckleberries.  Atlas and our dog Izzy are perhaps the most talented at this.

Much of our immediate family is in Montana.  



 We see our close friends pretty often for barbeques.  We started a book club in one of our 
friend groups and it may be more of an excuse to explore each other’s houses and eat 

fantastic food.  When Atlas was born our friends decorated his room while we were traveling 
to adopt him.  We came home to all the amenities a child would need and several gifts, like a 
winter ski chariot—waiting in the garage.  Our friends know how special adoption is for us, 

it’s pretty awesome they have been there to help and support us so much.  

Our friends are some of our greatest gifts. 



We have adored watching Atlas grow—from planting his own flowers, to 
catching toads, to watching moose and elk out the window. We want to 

share this with another child and are so excited for Atlas to have a sibling 
like we both had growing up. Please know we will always love, nurture and 

cherish your child. If chosen, we would love for you to have updates and 
see pictures of your child but will also respect if you do not want the 

contact. We wish you the best of luck finding the right family for your 
child. Thank you for considering us.

THANK YOU
Adoption has been our greatest adventure as a 

couple and a family.

Kurt & Correy

Love,



"ADVENTURE  AWAITS !"


